Quotes are viewed as the concentration of wisdom and have played an important role in our lives. This book offers Quotes of Philosophy of Life about the way people perceive life by unforgettable thoughts through reflections on love, friendship, truth, attitude, adversity, wisdom, happiness, humour, inspiration and more. I am sharing some of my favourites. I am sharing some of my favourites. Philosophy of life is philosophy in the informal sense of perceiving the way of life, focusing in resolving the existential questions about the human condition. Sometimes we struggle between What is (existence) and What ought (essence) to be and we express our feelings through Thoughts of Life. Most quotes mirror the views that we hold as true others have become foundation stones guiding personal principles for us to follow, like good men over evil. There are also some here that just gave me a pause to think about the world a little differently or in a slightly different way. Philosophy has no survival value rather it is one of those things that give value to survival. This book shows gratitude to the various authors for the numerous phrases and familiar quotations which have become household phrases. Feel free to share them with friends, family and anybody that you just want to share a moment of wisdom. The book is the perfect partner to books such as Pensamientos Filosoficos-Filosofía de la Vida or Spanish Proverbs from the Learn Spanish 4 Life Series.
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